Business Outlook For Next Year

On Friday of last week, the 52nd Annual National Conference of Babson featured the topic “The Impact of the Great Society on Investment and Business.” Dr. Ashimbat of Babson’s report tied together the three topics: the Viet-Minh, the Vietnam War, and Communism on the business outlook. The prognosis is for another good year, but not quite as strong as 1965 has been.

The growth in Europe in the past decade, led by West Germany, is attributed mostly to the European Economic Community. This growth is also reflected in the Far East. The Chinese Rulian’s efforts to stabilize the economy and to attract foreign investment, is backed by the protectionist movement of the countries in the community. The growth rate is expected to increase by 5% per year.

The contract for an expenditure of approximately $100,000,000 has been awarded to the Student Union through the Student Fund. The large expenditure is in contrast to the previous development of the Student Center and is left from the previous Development Periods. The contract calls for $12,000,000 for a hall, a reading room, a lounge, a snackbar, a new part-time placement office and a head quarters meeting place for Sigma Pi. In keeping with the trend of the future, the 12-foot outside wall will be done in a modernistic motif.

The awarding of the contract has been made to People’s Office Furniture Company through Mr. David Stockner, Babson Class of 1943. Mr. Stockner will be the sales representative for this project. Those familiar with the project know that the Student Fund drove for the approval of $1,500,000 for the construction of a new building, which is expected to happen within the next year.

The contract for the development of the Student Center calls for an expenditure of approximately $100,000,000. This expenditure is in contrast to the previous development of the Student Center and is left from the previous Development Periods. The contract calls for $12,000,000 for a hall, a reading room, a lounge, a snackbar, a new part-time placement office and a head quarters meeting place for Sigma Pi. In keeping with the trend of the future, the 12-foot outside wall will be done in a modernistic motif.

Mr. Stephens has told the EX-GEDUCATrE that the request of the students for a quality job has been kept very much in mind. He assured the student body that if they were pleased, then areas for commorative gifts such as other regions, land purchases, membership, among others will be used to support the development of the Student Center. The student body is expected to see the development of the Student Center within the next year.

SAILING CLUB ELECTS

BY BRUCE MUNROE

At a meeting of the sailing club on Tuesday, November 17, the officers were elected. These new officers are:

Commodore: Steve Purdy
Vice Commodore: Peter Manx
Secretary: M. N. M. Brown
Treasurer: D. S. V. Roberts
Sailmaster: Thomas Winters

Commodore Steve Purdy has made plans for the future of the sailing club.

As Commodore of the sailing club, I hope to see the club continue to thrive. Our program will be to attain the goals of my predecessor, Elder MacLeod. These goals are to restore the sailing club to its former state. I have been honored to be elected a member of the sailing club, having graduated from Babson College in 1965. I have been a member of the sailing club for over 20 years, having served in various capacities.

On the next list are the elected officers for the sailing club. The list is as follows:

1. Commodore: Steve Purdy
2. Vice Commodore: Peter Manx
3. Secretary: M. N. M. Brown
4. Treasurer: D. S. V. Roberts
5. Sailmaster: Thomas Winters

The Commodore is responsible for the direction of the club. The Vice Commodore assists the Commodore in handling the club’s affairs. The Secretary is responsible for keeping records of the club’s activities. The Treasurer is responsible for the club’s financial affairs. The Sailmaster is responsible for the operation of the sailing club’s equipment.

The Commodore is responsible for the direction of the club. The Vice Commodore assists the Commodore in handling the club’s affairs. The Secretary is responsible for keeping records of the club’s activities. The Treasurer is responsible for the club’s financial affairs. The Sailmaster is responsible for the operation of the sailing club’s equipment.
Vacuous Youth

The majority of Modern American Youth is as vacuous as an empty Coke bottle. Bounded on every side by proper emotional and behavioral forms, we are ingenuous manufacturers of molds but poor sculptors. Driven from a world of confusion and uncertainty, we have built our own world, no less confused or uncertain, but unmistakably ours.

The foundation of this pseudo-world is mass participation in non-learning. The efforts of youth are mammoth, the energy inexhaustible, the ends meaningless. Bahamian students can spend hours devising new ways of siphoning gas from our present cans or fire extinguishers, admittedly an ingenuous sublimation of sexual energy. But such an intense, unthinking inquiry into social or individual consciousness, would never be attempted. This could result in nothing more than a needle security and threaten danger. Provocation must be reserved for Economically paper. In those efforts there is no chance for unsettling thoughts. The goals are defuned, by others, the function of each individual is specified, by others. We can all fit into the right track, the right job in the right corporation, the right club, and eventually the right coffin.

Responsibility for the world of today is too awesome, too terrible. It must be avoided for the guilt and confusion that accompany it can lead only to helplessness, leaving us in frightened loneliness.

There are a few who try to escape. Some leave the petty world of school spirit and proper dress and drinking. But that is all they do. They leave unthinking exuberance behind, but they establish new goals, take up new responsibilities. They hang around Cambridge cafeterias, shuffling shoulders that never bore the world and simply self-satisfied, stigmatized. These iconoclasts break molds to provide growing room for the soul, but to hear the reassuring crash.

We must stop replacing search with escape, thoughtful probing with unthinking acceptance. Our generation must face the agony of responsibility. We have not yet done so.

The following is of vital concern to every student, professor, and administration of this college.

The community of Bahamian has allowed its most vital, most essential, and most accessible library to fall to a level far below the standards of the remainder of the college. In its drive toward "academic excellence" the community has seemingly overlooked the dire necessity of updating the Frl. Isaac Newton Library. Realizing this deficiency, we students have organized an informal committee for library development. It has been our aim to investigate, discuss, and suggest proposals to reorganize and reoccupy the library. This week we attempted to present to President Frelath the following plans for the improvement of the library:

WHEREAS: the present school enrollment is approximately 2000 students,

WHEREAS: the present facilities are not placed in such a manner as to maximize the use of the available space, or to make the area conducive to study,

WHEREAS: the present facilities are inadequate to store the increasing number of volumes, it be resolved that the following suggestions be considered as a remedy of this situation:

1) The present floor area in the far end of the library should be moved into the main study room for easier access and future expansion.
2) The placement of the card catalog in the main area in proximity to the stacks to aid in research.
3) The labeling of the stacks as to the subject and catalogue numbers for ease of location of books.
4) The removal of all desks and chairs to be sold for revenue.
5) The purchase of long library tables, possibly with self-contained lighting units, replacing the desks in the main study area.
6) The placement of study tables and improved lighting.
7) The placement of lounge chairs in the alcove and around the remainder of the room.
8) The publication of explanatory notes on the filing system of books.
9) The establishment of a committee for further research into the improvement of library conditions and the possibility of expanding the library to the upper level.
10) The accompanying floor plan for the proposed improvements.

With such a plan, we hope to improve the library by doubling the present seating capacity while using only two-thirds of the floor space now used for study. All of these efforts to minimize the expense of such improvements some school organizations have offered their time and labor to help more the stacks (which hold approximately 40% of the total library).

It is our hope that these plans will make the library a more integral part of the campus and that the wealth of resources that has been amassed by the concerned library staff, equipment, Mrs. MacLeod, be of greater accessibility to the student body.

LETTERBOX

I was deeply alarmed of the article entitled “Cannibal Kings” which appeared on page 108 of the September 21st issue of the Executive, while I am not one to spread unfounded rumors in the paper, it is only fair to say that the recent publicity given to this issue has left me with many questions. Is it true that the group of students referred to in the article were innocent of the accusation? Is it true that they were innocent of the charge? Is it true that there were no witnesses to the incident? Is it true that the group were innocent of the crime? I believe that the truth of the matter is that the group were innocent of the crime.

I am writing to ask for assistance in clearing their name. I believe that the group were innocent of the crime. I hope that you will consider this matter and that you will do your best to help me in clearing their name. I believe that the group were innocent of the crime.

AN OPEN LETTER

The Army members of the graduate student body were pleased to have been made aware of our college's recent poll taken by the market research firm, The Gotham Group under today's date.

At Bahamian Institute, Wellesley, the president of the Army student body stated that, while the results were not surprising, he was pleased that the poll results were the same as last year's poll.

At a time when it has apparently been accepted that the Army is the evil to which the B.I. campaigns to battle national policy, the Army student body has stated that they are confident in the opinion of the young people.

Several of our group have already served in the Army and would serve there soon. We have served, and will continue to serve there with pride, as today we can say without much risk of being misunderstood or misrepresented.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sixteen officers of Army Groups A & B TO THE EDITORS:

My heart belongs to Daddy or rather, to the Army.

For those of the student body who miss the father image so typically associated with the Army, let me say that the Army is not the only family the student body has. The Army is just one of many families that we have. We also have the family of Christ, the family of our parents, and of course, the family of our own choice.

Sincerely yours,

J. L. Price

Dear Sir:

I wish to express my concern about the future of this college. In my experience (which I believe is typical), the library has been underfunded for a period of thirty years or more. The present administration, I myself included, cannot afford to see the library fall to this level. I feel that the problems presented are insufficiently serious for us to continue the present practice of sending students to the library at closing time. I feel that it is important for us to continue the present practice of sending students to the library at closing time.

Sincerely yours,

Jack Fitch

The purpose of the subcommittee, to prevent the loss of the library, is to prevent the loss of the library. The subcommittee has to prevent the loss of the library. The subcommittee has to prevent the loss of the library. The subcommittee has to prevent the loss of the library.

Sincerely yours,

Sally White

Tom Hoover
Cannibal Kings Strike Back

Soccer Team Breaks Two Records

After two discouraging losses to open the season the ibanoc soccer team has bounced back by winning two games, tying hard, and losing three more.

On Saturday the 3rd of October, the Ibanoc traveled to Clark where they were defeated in hard fought contest after falling by tie to the second half. Clark broke into the scoring column in the second quarter after having numerous scoring shots thwarted by the young but strong ibanoc defense. In the second half the game changed its complexion, and Clark had to scramble to maintain their lead. Finally ibanoc scored on a penalty kick by Elga Tufts whose shot came back to the second quarter. The final half saw the ibanoc offense by Elga Tufts whose shot was set up beautifully by Bright and Freda. In the fourth quarter with five minutes remaining Clark powered a scoring blast that made it 2-1. ibanoc could not recover in the 75 minute loss to the ibanoc 2-1.

On Tuesday, October 11th, ibanoc played its first televised game and it was a smash-hit with fans. ibanoc finally lost in overtime, as the game was preceded by a super bowl title match. The game was televised as the best game in ibanoc history because last year the same team defeated ibanoc 1-1 in the last game. ibanoc opened the scoring in the first half on a penalty kick by Elga Tufts whose shot came back from the second quarter. The game was the best played by both teams as Collins and Mendoza did a good job. The game was an exciting 1-1 for victory for ibanoc. The eight goal game marked the highest number of goals scored in a single game. The goals were scored by Collins, Bright, Kriegfeld, and Elga. The second goal was scored by Elga who scored goals in a game. The victory was the first for ibanoc in a one-match season and it brought much needed boost of morale.

With no previous games remaining the ibanoc record is 2-1-1. The game against Freda on the 7th, Collin and Collins, and Elga on the 10th respectively.

Here's looking at you, kid.

Wellessley News Agency

Wellessley Square

"Featuring a most complete Newsstand"

Over 50,000 Paper Backs In Stock
PUT AND CALL OPTIONS

The use of put and call options can provide a potentially strong hedge against the market's downward move. However, one must be cautious in how one approaches the option market. There are several factors to consider when deciding whether to exercise an option, whether to sell or buy, or whether to hold it to expiration. The key is to understand the mechanics of the option market and to use it to your advantage. It is important to remember that options are not risk-free and can result in significant losses if not used properly.

One common strategy is to buy put options when you are bearish about the market and sell call options when you are bullish. This strategy is known as a debit spread and allows you to profit from a decline in the market price while limiting your downside risk. However, it is important to remember that you must be correct about the market trend, or the strategy will result in significant losses.

Another strategy is to use options to protect your existing positions. For example, if you own a stock and the market begins to decline, you can sell put options on the stock to generate income and limit your downside risk. Conversely, if you are long a stock and the market begins to rise, you can sell call options to generate income and limit your upside risk.

It is also important to consider the time value of an option. Options with longer expiration dates have more time value, which means they are more likely to be exercised. Therefore, it is important to be aware of the time value decay of options and to adjust your strategy accordingly.

Finally, it is important to remember that options are not just for hedging. They can also be used for speculation and arbitrage. Options can provide a way to profit from changes in the market price of an underlying asset, and they can be used to create leveraged positions.

In conclusion, the option market can be a powerful tool for investors. However, it is important to understand the mechanics of the market and to use it carefully. With a good strategy and proper execution, options can provide a way to profit from changes in the market price of an underlying asset.
**Requiem For A Beaver**

by Dave Letier

Bobby Beaver calls it the "midterm blues," Luke fry calls it the "funkle fever," and to Lance Van Cool it is the "senior slump." Everywhere you look, to the lofty summits of College Hall, to the sizzling cauldron of the Student Union, and into the deep silents depths of the Library, the sounds of controversy exist. Some quotes from the mouths of "frustrated beavers" follow:

What the hell are they training us to be, nuclear physicists?

Senior 7: I watch your verbal equi- nor will you?

Senior 8: In ten weeks, my central processing unit can comprehend astronomy, physics, and chemistry in one lecture.

Senior 2: There is a time to every purpose under heaven. The scene fades into blackness.

Scene II - Room of Senior 3.

Senior 3: Hello, Mom, I got the highest mark in my science midterm.

Voice: Oh my little Einstein, what are you grade?

Senior 3: I'm 63 (cub-cub)

Click click fadeout

Scene III - Room of Junior.4. What's the difference between a republic and a democracy?

Junior 4: What do you mean?

Didn't you know that there was no difference?

Junior 4: What? Look it up?

Junior 4: Look it up. (he) (he)

It's straight down the old blackboard.

Slight pause.

Scene III: In that case DEFINITELY look it up.

Scene IV - Voice. Any questions or comments before we begin today, Bobby Beaver? Is it okay if I jump off the Peabody building for my demonstration speech.

Bobby Beaver, a student among students, scrapping his feet in the halls of Ivy, is a rebellious young character who has his flax, but man out to co-opperate Wall Street. As he walks, he notes the snores and sniffs of the students, subjects his arm, attends a stimulating class, trades up the high moves on the main floor, bitter Beaver will continue pockets his suitcase and heads for home. His cuts are strategically conformed, but above all he will budget so that he can save them for saturdays, exhibition week-ends at home with his sweetheart.

Voices As long as you hand in your outline before you start.

More comments.

The voices of distant are heard on the campus.

PROTEST.

PROTEST.

PROTEST.

Bobby Beaver says say! We are the pro-
gressive business leaders of to- morrow. True, Bobby Beaver roams around the campus in his brown suit, his untidy Erskine haircut hanging over his face. Lance Van Cool makes a mockery out of education by standing aloud with barely a 2.0 average. Luke (by) reincarnates our social image by disequilibrating females from Landi to Walli. And of course Peter Pep and Harrison High School come here with advanced degrees in Sandlot I, act like a man that hasn't been housebroken, and give us the reputation of Baboon Country Day Nursery.

Laura Lockjaw and eight-dirty in Marketing. He is logically phon- ing in a suitcase campus where, like the New England weather, everyone talks about sports, but it's too lazy or indifferent to take any action.

Unfortunately he is classified as an uncultured animal by members of other institutions who ironically, could never manifest to up the situa- tion in terms of academics. There exists an unknown and unde- fessed quality which casts Bobby Beaver in an external role as the scapegoat of an angered faculty or the confused product of a classic society. Now is the time for Bobby Beaver of Baboon to show to their critics that they are a good stock of men, men who have the ability and desire to excel in the collegiate framework of a great nation.

Baboon will persist and be replaced by the Hilly Franklins. But will that be the ideal solution? In the past few weeks, you have met Bobby Beaver, the man against the man, a character who has his flax, but man out to co-operate Wall Street.

That was the week that was - Milestones last week should provide a few thoughts on life in Mansfield, full-time exhibition, the tapestry moving press gave birth to potential Baboon man, Christine Kowalski, and award-winning writer, professional "author" married Richmond Ollie, "expert" Bureaucratic.

MARKETING FATIGUE? Science has a new marketing system which could prove to be revolutionary. Three words: for awhile identical pa- per, received grade B, number of D's, and the third D, is another class EYEWITNESS student in the sec- tion finished!

Friday Noon to Monday 9AM.

COMPACTS

Only $1.50

Plus 10¢ per mile

DODGE SEDANS

and

Similar Makes

$17.00

Plus 10¢ per mile

Call

235-0619

235-5978

237-9862

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

**CIRCLE K MEETING**

On Tuesday, October 26, Circle K held an open meeting for members and interested parties. The purpose of the meeting was to familiarize candidates for membership with the members and the functions of Circle K on the Baboon campus and in the surrounding communities.

John Cool, President of Circle K, welcomed the prospective members and gave a brief outline of the organization and contributions to charitable organizations. Other officers spoke, along with chairmen of various committees, and the roles each committee plays in the Circle K organization.

Guest speaker for the day was Dr. Albert B. Weller, former Kwanza International advisor to the New England division of Circle K. Dr. Weller gave a short talk on his experiences after he read your Bible, bought super ball, You'll be a better person for it; "Borrowed" from Jim Wallas of Duke University.

**Weak SPINS - The general consensus goes before any professor handing out more than a couple of syllables is an under- cover agent for the draft board.**

**PAT PEOPLE AND WEIZ - I noted an interesting open-ended interview on WEIZ, Nov. 1, which had all sorts of information on the idea of deporting all the fat people from the United States. The idea, obviously all his own, called for reduction of weight before these people could return. His justification for this was the war time problem caused by overweight in- dividuals eating an excess of cor- n flakes and the starvation of the poor in the U.S. while fat people ate so much.**

**SUPER BALL - The dull hoop, skaterboard, and the flying fris- bes are "Out" but all is not lost for devotees of the bizarre and exciting in sport, for now they have SUPER BALL.**

Yes, super ball. It's faster than a speeding bullet, leaps tall building in a single bound, in a Quantum field, and quenches and cleanser better than a Ubiquis' urine. You can do plenty of things with super ball - squeeze it in a bag and throw it at criminals when your throw knocks them senseless. Or you can buy super ball-bounce, bounce, bounce, rubber men have been seen bouncing them at coffee break while the Denison crew plays with Vice President Humphrey and his cronies. While the bouncing of bats, modern decisions will be decided by the bounce of the ball.

I have had my super ball only two hours now. In it all that is good in the world. For one dollar, you, too, can have a super ball. But, if you get one, don't abuse it; it's not more than a play- thing, it's a way of life. When you get to school and at night, after you read your Bible, buy super ball, you'll be a better person for it; "Borrowed" from Jim Wallas of Duke University.
A N E V E N O N A R T
by Bruce Walker

HARVARD IN NOVEMBER

During the month of November there will be many exceptional art shows on hand at the Harvard area. Everytime that I write a column, or do my radio show, on Harvard, I try to tell about some of the outstanding shows available to you, the reader. I am glad to say that I have just received notice of the best of the lot, and that the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, the Harvard Art Museum, and the Museum of Fine Arts, in fact the fine art museums of the Boston area have 28 additional objects, selected from over 750 master paintings and 2,500 objects, all of which have been given or bequeathed by Mr. Sachs to the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. The collection is housed in the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University, and is the centerpiece of the museum's exhibition program for the fall of 1965. The exhibition includes paintings, drawings, and objects of art from the time of the great masters, and from the late 19th century to the present. The exhibition is open to the public and is free of charge.

GREAT ARTIST

"The person of Mr. Sachs is not only a great artist, but also a great personality. He is a man who has dedicated his life to the service of art, and who has done so with a deep and abiding love for painting." - John Singer Sargent

Sachs' paintings are masterpieces of technique and style, and are admired by art lovers around the world. His works are in many public and private collections, and are also part of the permanent collection of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

ENDS NOVEMBER 14. At the Fogg Art Museum, in Boston, the annual exhibition of modern and contemporary painting and sculpture, titled "Sachs: Art and Artists," will be on display for the remainder of the year. The exhibition includes works by some of the most important artists of the 20th century, including Pablo Picasso, Jackson Pollock, Willem de Kooning, and Andy Warhol. The exhibition is free and open to the public.

EXAMS

"A few other shows will continue to be shown up through December. The first round with exams this week. At the Harvard Art Museum, there will be a show of paintings by the famous American artist, Jackson Pollock. This show will run from November 14 through December 15. At the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, there will be a show of prints and drawings by the great European artist, Paul Cézanne. This show will run from November 15 through December 20. At the Metropolitan Museum of Art, in New York, there will be a show of decorative arts, including furniture and textiles.

COMPLET E SERVICE BANK

Students and Faculty of Babson Institute have the advantage of quick service, convenient access to four convenient offices

Wellesley Square
Wellesley Hills
Lower Falls

When you stop at the Wellesley National Bank we are always ready to serve you. We have all BANKING services.

Wellesley National Bank

CE 5-800

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Blue Key Selects Five
BY STEVE CRANE

The Babson Institute chapter of the Blue Key, the national honor society for freshmen accepted five members into the ranks last week. Membership is based on leadership potential, academic accomplishment and moral character. Those chosen for this distinction are: John Cook, Robert Horgan, Timothy Martin, Reuben Solomon, and Lyman Vincola.

ROBERT HORGAN is an off campus student here at Babson and lives with his family in Wellesley, a transfer from Boston College, Bob is on scholarship. Bob also takes an active interest in school activities and has been named the Editor of the Executive for this year.

JOHN COOK, a married student living in the Woodland Hills complex, is the President of Circle K, a national service organization, a student trustee of the Babson Student Government, a member of the Student Senate, and is currently a member of the Executive Board.

TIM MARTIN is the dorm proctor of Paul Manor Nord, and was student advisor during the orientation period. A member of Delta Sigma Phi, Tim is now serving in the army. Tim serves on the Executive Board, is a member of the Student Development Committee, the Student Senate and he is a member of the Episcopal Society.

LEIF VLAMINCO is a recipient of the Babson Business Scholarship and is now the chairman of the Babson Business Club. Leif is now Chairman of the Student Judicial Council.

STEFFEN SALOMON, known to many, is a student and one of the busiest men on the campus. He is a leading member of the Student Senate, Business Manager of the Theatre Guild, and a member of E.H.R.A. The Babylon Marketing Association, and the Episcopal Society, in his spare time, Steffen devotes himself to being a co-owner of the Evening Snack Bar.

WELLESLEY RESTAURANT
130 NEWTON STREET
WELLESLEY
Orders to Take Out
6 am to 8 p.m.
Meals Available
235-9867

Jenny Service Station
WALTER R. FRAZER
258 WASHINGTON ST.
WELLESLEY HILLS
ROAD SERVICE
Tel. CE 5-9717

Where else?

Blue Key

"I was surprised to see Leif Vlaminco, a student at Babson, selected for the William C. Byrnes Award for the past year as a freshman. A section representative for student government last year, Lyman is now Chairman of the Student Senate. Over the years, Blue Key has been one of the leading organizations on the Babson campus, and throughout the country its members have great prestige. Congratulations to Blue Key members, for they are the men who will help run this University.

Important: Please Notify:
If you plan to "GIVE UP YOUR" or campus to live at home.
If you are married and be a co-owner of the Evening Snack Bar.
If you do not plan to return to Babson Institute on March 1, 1966.
This does not apply to December graduates.
Please cooperate by notifying me "phone or stop by my office in the Administration Building, if you are at the Babson Institute on January 3, 1966.
Doris M. Tracy
Business Office
Question: What do you feel the impact will be of John Lindsay's election to New York on the future of the Republican Party?

Jack Lustron, Freshman, Babson Institute: It is my belief that Lindsay's victory created another strong and needed contest for the Republican Presidential ticket. Since, in the eyes of many naive American voters, he poses a JFK image, he may even receive a portion of the Democratic vote.

Dusty Glancy, Junior, Wellesley College: If such liberal Republicans continue to win and the conservative Republicans continue to lose, the liberal Republicans have a good chance of taking over the party. The conservatives will thus be forced to form their own party outside of the Republican Party.

Joe Roebel, Freshman, Pitzer College: If the voters go against the President's endorsement, it diminishes a growing power of the other party. The GOP is gaining strength if their candidate can win over one who has President's support.

KAPROW LECTURE

ALLAN KAPROW, the originator of Happenings, will lecture in Boston this year - throughout two series of Monday evening beginning Nov. 8, under sponsorship of The Institute of Contemporary Art. A student at N.Y.U. and Columbia, and painter thereunder until 1956, Kaprow first discovered the art of ASSEMBLAGE and subsequently went into entirely new constructs, ENVIRONMENTS and HAPPENINGS. For a decade he has been presenting these unique contemporary forms at the invitation of art audiences here and abroad.

In his Institute Lectures, to be based upon Kaprow's special involvement in this current research, and experimental research, unsensitized as a scholar of contemporary art, he has contributed more than a score of articles in the past five years to such publications as ART NEWS, ART INTERNATIONAL, AND THE NEW YORK TIMES.

Here's looking at you, kid.

South Shore Publishing Co., Inc.

W. W. Winship

31 Central Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02114

LEATHER, A LASTING GIFT

FOR HER
A Wingshup handbag - choose from casual or dressing styles. Billifords - French purses - cigarette cases - jewel boxes and Travel rolls - Monogram sets.

FOR HIM
An Attache or Brief Case - Airweight Leather Luggage - Suitcases - Carrying cases - Chester Pocket Wallets - Credit Card Cases - Smoking accessories - Belts - Toilet Cases, filled or empty.

FOR THEM
Game sets - Deep accessories - Travel Bags - Picture Frames - Leather-bound Dictionary - Almanac - Thesaurus.

Kasper Pilibosian

Oriental Rug Brokering

Cleaning - Repairing - Appraising

91 Central Street
Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02181

CED 5-2440

BROADCLOTH

Learn to Dance AMERICAN, LATIN & DISCO THEQUE DANCES

Mary French Dance Studio
Wellesley Hills Square

C 5-6888
C 6-6724

For Spring Vacation

Contact Van R. Martin
Box 467 or Phone 237-9519

Jamaica

BEGIN A LIFETIME OF HAPPINESS!

20% OFF
Over 100 Personalized XMAS CARDS
From America's Top 10 Lines

Bermore's

356 Washington Street, Wellesley Square

New England's Newest and Finest Family Billiard Club

32 TABLES
Complete Family Enjoyment in the Most Ultra Modern Atmosphere Conveniently Located on the Golden Mile

CALL 872-0114

Framingham

Now Open
The CUE and Cushion

Bermore's

356 Washington Street, Wellesley Square

New England's Newest and Finest Family Billiard Club

32 TABLES
Complete Family Enjoyment in the Most Ultra Modern Atmosphere Conveniently Located on the Golden Mile

CALL 872-0114

Framingham
New England Ski Areas

Concord, N.H., Nov. 8 -- New Hampshire's major ski area census moves up to 50 this season with the inclusion of three which will be in their freshman year.

Actually there are 31 or 32 depending on how you want to do your arithmetic. Dartmouth College has the Qualifying "overhead-type cable lifts" at two sites, for example. One is at Lyme Center, the other on Oak Hill in Hanover. They are listed as one area.

The massive Tucker-Maneke snow bowl doesn't technically qualify, since it lacks a lift of any description, but it offers none of the greatest and certainly the very latest skiing in the east, whether it will ever have formal lifts is debatable. Purists would fight the move much and all.

In addition to the three head new areas, six already existing ones are beefing up their up-ski capacity this year with one new cable lift each.

The added starters this season are Coppie Crown at Brookfield near Wolfeboro; Rowe Mountain, a neighbor of Gunstock at Gilford, and Spruce Mountain, serving the lodge of the same name at Jackson. Each is bustling to get its one cable-type lift ready by the time there's skiable snow within the next few weeks.

The existing areas erecting new lifts are: Black with a 4,700-ft. double chair; Cannon with a 2,000 ft. double chair; Temple with a 1,500-ft. double chair; T. Tyrell, which started up only last season, with a 900-ft. Pomcat and Whimper bollards for its first coulomer with a 1,500-ft. T.

Other major New Hampshire areas, but which are standing pat this season, are: Arrowshead, Attitash, Brooklin, Cranmore, Crotch- ed, Dartmouth, Stowe, Pinkham, Gunstock, Intervale, King Pine, King Ridge, Mount Moosilauke, Paski Peak, Pink Monadnock, Ragged, Snow Crest, Tenney, Waterville and Wildcat.

All told, New Hampshire has some 80 cable-type lifts, plus 100 rope moves. Among the cable cars, the aerial tramway at Cannon Mountain is unique in the east. Wildcat, which had the first gondolas in America, now shares that distinction with a number of other areas including Whistler in British Columbia.

At least two spanning new areas, which would be very, very big, are in prospect for the season after this one. They are Lion Mountain in Lincoln -- which is already being worked over, and a massive upgrading of facilities at Water-Vail Valley where former Olympic skier Tony Todrujan is the major investor.

Competition for the skier dollar being what it is, every area hopes to present its terrain during the off season, and this one, just concluding, has been no exception for New Hampshire's areas, large and small.

For general information about winter sports in the Granite State, contact the Winter Sports Editor, Division of Economic Development, State House Annex, Concord, N.H., 03301.

Information is also available at the Division's branch offices, call "New Hampshire Vacation Centers," in Boston, Cleveland, Montreal and New York.

The young bucks of America go clean-white-sock in the new crew Adler calls Aedastic

Meet the revolutionary crew of 65% lambswool plus 35% nylon with spandex for 100% stretch. Up and down. This way and that. That's Aedastic with the give to take on all sizes 10 to 15 and last far longer and fit far better. Size up Aedastic in 28 clean-white-sock colors. Clean-white-sock! The new notion with it even without the wherewithal. Whatever, get Aedastic at stores where clean-white-sock is all yours for just one young buck and a quarter.